We perform numerical simulations of Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis, including for the first time in the Bosonic sector the full electroweak gauge group SU(2)×U(1) and CP-violation. We find that the maximum generated baryon asymmetry is reduced by a factor of three relative to the SU(2)-only model of [1] , but that the quench time dependence is very similar. In addition, we compute the magnitude of the helical magnetic fields, and find that it is proportional to the strength of CP-violation and dependent on quench time, but is not proportional to the magnitude of the baryon asymmetry as proposed in [2, 3] . Astrophysical signatures of primordial magnetic helicity can therefore not in general be used as evidence that electroweak baryogenesis has taken place.
Introduction
In Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis, the out-of-equilibrium conditions responsible for creating the baryon asymmetry of the Universe originate from a fast quench of the Higgs potential at zero temperature. Rather than the first order thermal phase transition and bubble nucleation of Hot Electroweak Baryogenesis (realised in some extensions of the Standard Model ), the spinodal instability ensures exponential growth of IR modes of the Higgs field, which in turn drive energy into the gauge fields. In the presence of CP-violation, this straightforwardly produces a baryon asymmetry [4] [5] [6] [7] . This asymmetry depends linearly on the magnitude of CP-violation and, it turns out, has a maximum for a finite quench time [1, 8] .
A strong appeal of this scenario is that it is amenable to essentially first-principles numerical field theory simulation and computation of the baryon asymmetry. But these simulations are numerically intensive, as the equations to be solved are often implicit, the physical volumes to be simulated must be large to include the IR dynamics and it is necessary to average over an ensemble of hundreds of classical random realisations.
Previous simulations of Cold Electroweak Baryognesis with CP-violation have included only the SU(2) gauge group of the Standard Model (in some cases with a second Higgs field [9, 10] or with fermions [11] ). Several simulations of the CP-even dynamics have also considered hypercharge and the generation of magnetic fields [12, 13] , or have included an additional (inflaton) field [14] , presumed to be the trigger of the symmetry breaking transition.
We will here revisit this scenario, but including both hypercharge U(1) as well as CPviolation. This allows us to compute the expectation value of both CP-even observables (Higgs field, magnetic field, electric field, energy components, variance of CP-odd observables) [12, 13] , but also CP-odd ones (helical magnetic field, Chern-Simons numbers, Higgs winding number). From the CP-even observables, we will be able to track the process of tachyonic preheating, and how the energy is transferred to the degrees of freedom present, on the short and long term. Of particular interest to us is the effect of including hypercharge on the final and maximal baryon asymmetry created, and discovering how the asymmetry depends on the quench time. Also, we will investigate whether "secondary" CP-odd observables such as helicity of the magnetic field also acquire a non-zero expectation value, and find to what extent it reflects the CP-violation strength and quench time dependence of the baryon asymmetry itself.
It has been conjectured, that in electroweak baryogenesis, the amplitude of the net helicity should be proportional to the net baryon asymmetry of the Universe [2, 3, 13] (see also [15] ). Helicity is expected to be conserved in time as a result of the very large conductivity of the ambient plasma in the Universe. This implies that observation of such helicity would be an indication of electroweak dynamics being responsible for baryogenesis. Conversely, the observed galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields could be explained by the electroweak phase transition. We will argue that this conjecture is based on features specific to hot electroweak baryogenesis and the decay of sphaleron configurations, and does not apply to Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis. We will demonstrate this numerically.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we will present our SU(2)×U(1)-Higgs model with CP-violation, and present the set of observables we will compute. In section 3 we will consider CP-even observables and their short and long-time behaviour. In section 4 we compute the CP-odd observables and study their dependence on the strength of CPviolation and quench time, as well as the relationship between helical magnetic field and Chern-Simons number, and hence baryogenesis. We conclude in section 5.
The SU(2)×U(1)-Higgs model with CP-violation
We model the electroweak-sector of the Standard Model by a Higgs doublet coupled to SU(2) and U(1) gauge fields, with the classical action
The field strength tensors are W µν for SU (2) and B µν for U(1), with the dual defined bỹ
The gauge couplings are g and g , respectively, and we have a Higgs self-interaction λ, in addition to a time-dependent mass-coefficient µ eff (t) defined by
It is initially positive, "restoring symmetry", and once the quench is completed, µ 2 eff (t) → −µ 2 , so that the Standard Model vacuum expectation value satisfies λv 2 = µ 2 .
The covariant derivative D µ is given by
with the U(1) gauge field B µ and the SU(2) gauge field denoted by W µ . We have used that the Higgs field hypercharge is Y = −1/2. The discrete CP-symmetry is broken by the last term of (2.1) because W µνW µν breaks P, preserving C. For successful electroweak baryogenesis, it is necessary to break P, C and CP separately, so that baryon number (C-odd) and Chern-Simons number (P-odd) can become non-zero. For the full Standard Model-like theory with fermions, C and P are broken by the gauge-fermion coupling, while the present term breaks P. δ cp is a dimensionless measure of the strength of CP-violation. In the simulations it will be taken in the range 0-7, with the physical baryon asymmetry corresponding to values around δ cp 10 −5 [1, 16] .
The origin of the CP-violating term is assumed to be interactions at a higher energy scale, possibly involving heavy fermions. We take it as a generic higher order operator with the required symmetry (breaking) properties. Integrating out the fermions of the Standard Model itself produces effective terms similar to this, although not exactly the same [17] . The equivalent of δ cp for the Standard Model is a complicated expression in the parameters of the CKM mass matrix and the temperature, and turns out to be orders of magnitude too small to account for the baryon asymmetry [17] , unless the effective temperature is around T = 1 GeV.
Our choice of P-breaking term biases the time derivative of the SU(2) Chern-Simons number, defined as an integral over time 4) or equivalently in a spatial representation
When this bias manifests itself as a non-zero expectation value of the Chern-Simons number, the baryon asymmetry follows from the anomaly equation
We will ultimately infer the baryon asymmetry from the final value of the Higgs winding number
with
At late times, N w N cs is enforced dynamically, but since winding number settles early in the simulation, it is more convenient to use from a computer-time perspective. The hypercharge field also provides a CP-odd observable, that we will refer to as the U(1) Chern-Simons number 9) in terms of the spatial components of the gauge field and its field strength. This is not a Chern-Simons number in the sense of a winding number, but it does enter in the anomaly equation for fermion number. Strictly speaking, eq. (2.6) should be
but since only SU(2) has a non-trivial set of equivalent vacua, a vacuum-to-vacuum transition involving true fermion production always has ∆N cs,1 = 0. Additional observables that will be of interest include the average Higgs field 11) and the various energy components in SU(2), U(1) and Higgs fields, respectively, E W , E B , E φ .
As symmetry breaking proceeds, the Higgs mechanism promotes different linear combinations of field degrees of freedom to be mass eigenstates. The Z boson and the photon field A are defined in the unitary gauge in the broken phase as
These are naturally generalised to
outside of the unitary gauge, where we have defined
However, due to the ambiguity in the definition of the photon [18] , which is only really defined in the symmetry-broken phase, we find it convenient to add a term proportional to ϕ † ∂ µ ϕ − ∂ µ ϕ † ϕ to our definition of the electromagnetic field, allowing us to write it in a manifestly gauge covariant way as 15) with the field strength defined as the curl in the usual way, leading to
By construction, in the unitary gauge in the broken phase, n a → (0, 0, 1) everywhere, and the expression simplifies to the standard expressions. However, we will perform our simulation in temporal gauge A 0 = 0, and therefore we need a gauge covariant expression that is simple to use on a lattice. We note that since we will be using the zero temperature value for the mixing angle θ, the field A µ is the photon field throughout, but only at the end of the transition is it massless [19] . We will include in our list of observables the magnetic energy component associated with the photon field, E mag . This is not a distinct component, being composed of part of E B and part of E W . Once the symmetry breaking transition is complete, we have for the masses of the system In the A − Z field basis, we define the helical magnetic field of the photon field to be
Note that this has the same structure as the Chern-Simons number of the U(1) hypercharge field that was defined previously (2.9). Since the photon field has contributions from both SU(2) and U(1) gauge fields, we may expect some correlation with N cs,2 and/or N cs,1 [2, 3] . To summarize, our CP-odd (P-odd, C-even) observables are N w , N cs,1 , N cs,2 and N h , while our CP-even (P-even, C-even) observables are φ 2 , all the energy components E B , E W , E φ , E mag as well as the squares of the CP-odd observables.
We discretize the system on a spatial lattice, and solve the classical equations of motion for an explicitly CP-symmetric ensemble of random initial conditions. The initial conditions for the Higgs field are chosen to mimic a quantum vacuum prior to the mass quench [20] [21] [22] . The gauge fields are initially zero, with the gauge momenta found from Gauss's Law in the background of the initial Higgs field. Statistical errors are computed based on the differences between CP-conjugate initial condition pairs. We average over ensembles of 100-300 such pairs. The lattice size is V m 3 H = 24 3 , with 64 3 lattice sites and am H = 0.375. This is large enough to include the IR physics, while still keeping lattice artefacts under control. The total numerical effort for the data presented here is in the order of 100.000 cpu hours. Details on the numerical implementation can be found elsewhere [7] , while explicit expressions for the lattice equations of motion and observables may be found in Appendix A.
3 CP-even averages: The preheating process and real-time rates
Flips
As symmetry breaking is triggered by µ 2 eff (t) becoming negative the Higgs field IR modes become unstable. The Higgs field effectively "rolls down" from its potential maximum, and energy is transferred to the gauge fields as particles are created. At first, only the modes k ≤ |µ eff (t)| grow exponentially, but as non-linear interactions kick in, the energy is redistributed into the UV modes as well [23] . As kinetic equilibration completes over a timescale of a few hundred in mass units, the spectrum acquires an approximate exponential form, similar to a Bose-Einstein distribution with an effective chemical potential. Chemical equilibrium then shifts the distribution over a timescale an order of magnitude longer. The redistribution stage has features similar to turbulence or a cascade [12, 13, 23] .
In Fig. 1 (left) we show, for a single random configuration pair 2 , the time history of φ 2 , N cs,2 and N w . For the CP-odd observables, we have flipped the sign of one of the two configurations, so that they appear on top of each other, when they are precisely of opposite sign. We see the spinodal roll-off of the Higgs field turn into damped oscillations, while the CP-odd observables evolve into non-zero values. For these simulations, the CP-violation parameter δ cp was set to zero, but for individual configurations CP-odd observables can still be non-zero. In fact, the figure shows the trajectories for a CP-conjugate pair, and we see that the two have exactly opposite values of the CP-odd observables (N cs,1 and N h are not shown but behave similarly). They average to zero identically in our CP-symmetric ensemble composed of such pairs. In Fig. 1 (right) we show another pair of configurations, with CP-violation turned on. We see that the CP-odd observables are opposite until time 10 m −1 H , where they diverge, giving a non-zero integer average over the ensemble. We call such an event a "flip" (in this case a "-1 flip"). Most configurations do not flip, even with CP-violation present, but a certain fraction flip with ±1 or even in rare cases ±2. Averaging over these instances of 0, ±1, ±2 gives our ensemble averages. We find, that when CP-violation is not present, the vanishing of the CP-odd observables is not a result of the cancelling of positive and negative flips. No flips occur at all.
Energy
In Fig. 2 , we show the different energy components E φ , E B and E W , corresponding to the three fields in the problem. In addition, we show the magnetic energy density E mag , defined in the usual way, taking (2.16) as the field strength. We see that as the spinodal transition happens, energy pours into these dynamical degrees of freedom. The SU(2) energy and also U(1) energy grow very rapidly initially, during the first few Higgs oscillations. This, in effect, is the process of post-inflationary preheating for this scenario. Afterwards the energy starts equipartitioning between the various degrees of freedom. Being not in unitary gauge, the precise counting of degrees of freedom between field variables is non-trivial, but at the latest time shown here, the energy fraction is roughly E W : E φ : E B = 6 : 4 : 2, suggestive of effectively massless gauge bosons coupled to four Higgs degrees of freedom. An issue with our implementation, is that because µ eff (t) is not a dynamical variable, but an external "source", energy is not conserved in the system. The energy loss can be written as
and computed numerically, as shown in Fig. 3 , as a function of quench time. We see that for our quench times, as much as 2 3 of the energy is extracted in this way. This means that the energy available to preheat the fields is reduced for slow quenches. The final temperature is also smaller by a factor T slowquench ∝ (E initial − ∆E) 1/4 0.7 T fastquench . By redistribution of the initial potential energy to a thermal state at late times, this corresponds to temperatures of about 70 − 50 GeV, counting all the degrees of freedom in the model as massless. Either way, this is deep in the "broken symmetry" phase of the Standard Model. We point out that the energy extraction enters through the Higgs equation of motion only, and not the gauge fields themselves.
For a complete model, where the quench is triggered by a dynamical field (an inflaton or curvaton, or some other scalar [6, [24] [25] [26] ), no energy is lost, although part of it will end up in this additional degree of freedom [12, 13] . The field dynamics however also becomes more complicated. We will address this in a future publication [27] , and proceed here with a hand-made quench, keeping in mind the energy loss for slow quenches.
Variance of observables
One effect of preheating is that as the fields get populated and temperature increases, the variance of various observables also increases. We are interested in the square of the 
2)
from which one may compute the time derivatives, the "diffusion rates"
In equilibrium, the first of these is the familiar Sphaleron rate [28, 29] (up to a factor of the volume), describing the finite temperature diffusion of Chern-Simons number. In our case, we are not in equilibrium, and the observable is a priori just a time-dependent rate of change of Chern-Simons number squared. Similarly for the other observables.
In Fig. 4 (left, linear and right, log scale), we show the observables (3.2), averaged over an ensemble, for various quench times with δ cp = 6.83. We observe that the winding number settles completely around time m H t 50, as it becomes fixed in each configuration, fixing the average and the variance. The other observables continue to increase also at later times. At asymptotically late times, the rate is given by the equilibrium diffusion rate at the final temperature. Since this temperature is in the range 50-75 GeV, at least for ChernSimons number the Sphaleron rate is exponentially suppressed. We see this as an approach to a constant value of the variance. In contrast, we see that the variance of N cs,1 and N h at late times grow as a power law, with late time dependence found to be ∼ (m H t) 1 
h and σ 2 cs,1 respectively, at the physical Higgs mass m H = 1.6 m w . One may have hoped to be able to estimate the asymmetry in each of the CP-odd observables, created by the introduction of a CP-breaking bias, without explicitly doing the simulations. A "linear response"-like treatment was proposed in [8] for the Chern-Simon number as
where we have generalized the expression by allowing a time-dependent chemical potential µ cs,2 to provide a CP-bias, and allow for a time-dependent effective temperature T eff . Such an expression may of course be written down for any CP-odd observable, in terms of each their diffusion rate, and bias coefficient. For instance in the present case of using (2.1) and (2.4), we may readily find that the P violating term in the action is
where we have approximated the quadratic scalar piece by its spatial average. This shows that the time dependence of the Higgs vev gives a chemical potential to the Chern-Simons number, and so we may write a Boltzmann equation of the form (3.4). It was found in [8] , that only the very initial stages of the baryogenesis process could be reproduced with such a treatment, and then only by tuning the value of the effective temperature T eff . This shows that the asymmetry is not driven by diffusion. For instance, we note that if µ cs,2 /T eff is taken to be constant, the final asymmetry follows from integrating up the diffusion rate, and simply find
In particular, since the variances are always positive, the overall sign of any asymmetry would be given by the sign of δ cp . In Fig. 5 we show the values of the observables squared at late times 3 for different quench times. We see that they are all monotonically decreasing. We found that even allowing for quite unrealistic time-dependence of µ cs,2/cs,1/h /T eff we were unable to reproduce the behaviour of any of the CP-odd observables.
4 CP-odd: The baryon asymmetry and helicity
Short and long time evolution
We first display in Fig. 6 a typical set of averaged observables as a function of time, for a particular quench time m H τ q = 16 and CP-violation δ cp = 6.83. We observe the rolling off of the Higgs field and the creation of the baryon asymmetry (here, N w and N cs,2 ) first going up, then sharply down, then up again in a sequence of driven oscillations. We confirm in From this fit, one may estimate the time-scale for the convergence to be around m H t 300−500. Moreover, we see from Fig. 7 that the winding number stays put after m H t = 50, and so in some of our simulations we will only simulate until m H t 100 or 400, and infer the final asymmetry from the value of N w . In this figure, we show the Chern-Simons number computed both by time-integration of (2.4) and through the spatial definition (2.5). A small discrepancy starts to appear around time m H t = 300, due to accumulated errors from the time integration.
Hypercharge impact on asymmetry
In Fig. 8 , we show the dependence of the final asymmetry on quench time with the gauge group SU(2) [1, 8] and with SU(2)×U(1). The main features of the quench-time dependence are that the fastest quench (τ q = 0) produces a baryon asymmetry of negative sign, while for intermediate quench times a peak of positive asymmetry appears around m H τ q 16. For slow quenches, m H τ q > 32, no asymmetry is produced. This is true both with and without the hypercharge field, and in fact for the fastest quenches (m H τ q < 6), no difference can be seen. The peak at intermediate times is visible, but much less pronounced and flatter, suggesting that the U(1) gauge field has a significant moderating effect on whether CPviolation can bias CP-conjugate pairs of configurations in the ensemble. Numerically, the maximum asymmetry is reduced by a factor of three. The asymmetry again decreases for large quench times, becoming indistinguishable from zero around m H τ q = 25.
In search for an explanation of this behaviour, we in the same figure (8) negative such flips. The suppression due to the introduction of hypercharge is evident also in the total number of flips, although by a smaller factor. This leads us to consider the number of Higgs-zeroes available for flipping in the first place. Fig. 9 shows histograms of values of φ 2 locally in space for different quench times m H τ q = 0, 9.6, 16, 32 , with and without U(1) in the simulation. We see that the number of zeros of the Higgs field is strongly correlated with the final asymmetry (this was also observed in [8] ). But we see very little impact of including the hypercharge U(1).
The precise mechanism whereby the asymmetry is reduced remains unclear. But we tentatively interpret our data to indicate that the baryogenesis process unfolds in two parts. First the initial roll-off, where the asymmetry is driven negative in the very early stages of the transition. And then a second stage, where the asymmetry is driven up again in consecutive minima of the Higgs field oscillation. For the fastest quench time, only the first process plays a role, and at that stage the U(1) gauge field has rather little energy Note that we us a one-parameter fit, since the intercept at δ cp = 0 vanishes by virtue of the CP-symmetric ensemble.
Helical magnetic field and baryogenesis
We next turn to the other CP-odd quantities N cs,1 and N h . In the absence of CP-violation, these are also forced by our CP-symmetric ensemble to average to zero. Once δ cp = 0, they are allowed to stray from zero average, but whereas our CP-violating term explicitly biases N cs,2 (the "primary" biased observable), it is not obvious in what way this influences what we will term the "secondary" biased observables. N w is also secondary in this terminology, and we have seen that it is pushed around by a violently oscillating N cs,2 to eventually settle and determine the final baryon asymmetry. In a similar way, we would expect N cs,1 and N h to be biased by evolving in the background of non-zero N cs,2 .
In Fig. 11 we show the time evolution of N cs,1 (left) and the final asymmetry (right) for different values of δ cp , for quench time m H τ q = 16 . We see a very clear linear dependence on the strength of CP-violation, and we can fit this dependence to find
for this quench time. The time evolution is particularly striking, in that in the early stages curves of different δ cp oscillate completely coherently, even crossing zero at the same time.
We also note that because the observables take on both positive and negative values in quite a complicated evolution, the chances of finding a well-motivated effective chemical potential function to reproduce this behaviour in linear response is remote.
In Fig. 12 we show the magnetic helicity, for the same simulations. Again, we see that the dependence on δ cp is close to linear, and we find for this quench time of m H τ q = 16. We show in Fig. 13 the average hypercharge Chern-Simons number (left) and magnetic helicity (right) as a function of quench time. We have run to time m H t = 400, and extrapolated to an asymptotic value as for N cs,2 in Fig. 7 . We see that for both observables, the dependence on quench time is monotonic. Largest asymmetry for fast quenches, small for slow quenches. The quenches are not so slow that the magnetic helicity disappears altogether. The final temperature is still about 50 GeV and some of this energy goes into the magnetic field, also generating helicity.
In [2] , the prediction is that N h −300 N cs,2 for the decay of Sphalerons. By order of magnitude, this is correct for m H τ q = 0, whereas for all the other quench times, the sign is opposite. The crucial point is that the quench time dependence of the magnetic helicity, Fig. 13 , is qualitatively different from the dependence of N cs,2 , Fig. 8 . We conclude that the non-zero signal in the secondary observables indicate the presence of CP-violation (in this case, that N cs,2 is non-zero), as well as the possibility of baryogenesis, but they are not a reliable proxy to infer the magnitude of the baryon asymmetry.
Sphaleron unravelling
In this final section, we offer an example of the different mechanisms at play in [2, 3] and the present work, to further emphasize that there is no direct proportionality between magnetic helicity and Chern-Simons number. In Fig. 14 , we show the SU(2) Chern-Simons number and the helicity during a sphaleron decay. This is a direct reproduction of the simulation in [3] , where we set up the initial conditions close to the sphaleron solution 6 . As one would expect, the change in Chern-Simons number for the sphaleron decay is one-half, given that the sphaleron is the configuration that is half way between integer Chern-Simons number vacua 7 . The unravelling of the sphaleron then leads to the formation of helical magnetic fields, with N h ∼ 2 − 3.
In Fig. 15 , we show the same observables, but during the tachyonic roll-off of a single configuration. We see that the structure leads to a rather different relationship between N h and N cs , the signal has a large stochastic component, and although the change in Chern-Simons number is one, the helicity fluctuates around -100.
Sphalerons play a key role in Hot Electroweak Baryogenesis as they represent the dom-inant trajectory for Chern-Simons number change in thermal equilibrium. That particular trajectory involves Chern-Simons number and winding changing at the same time, because that is energetically favourable. Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis is violently out of equilibrium, and Chern-Simons number may change along many different trajectories, without reference to winding number. As a result, Sphaleron configurations play no role for the baryogenesis process, except at very late times when the system is close to equilibrium.
Conclusion
We have explored the physics of baryogenesis and helical magnetogenesis using the first simulations that include both CP-violation, and the full Bosonic sector of the Standard Model. The scenario under investigation is that of Cold Electroweak Baryogenesis, whereby the fields are taken out of equilibrium due to an exponential growth of the IR modes, rather than a thermal phase transition. An important property of such a scenario is the quench time, namely how long it takes for the Higgs potential to evolve from a symmetry-restored shape, to the symmetry-broken form. Our simulations have confirmed a similar result found with the absence of U(1) hypercharge [1, 8] that there is a non-zero value of the quench time that maximizes the creation of Higgs winding, and so also Chern-Simons number. One thing that turned out to be of practical importance was that while N cs,2 had a relaxation timescale of ∼ 300 m The effect of the introduction of U (1) hypercharge is to reduce the final asymmetry for all values of quench-time, but there remains a peak value for quench times of around m H τ q 16. This peak, however, is reduced by a factor of about three, and also flattened. One thing that the U(1) hypercharge does not affect though is the number of zeros of the Higgs field at minima of its mean value.
As these simulations also include the hypercharge we are able to measure the magnetic field that is formed during the spinodal instability, and subsequent evolution. In particular, we focussed on the helical component of the magnetic field, as this has been proposed as a measure of baryogenesis [2, 3] . In examining the relationship of our observables on the CPviolation and quench time we discovered that, for a fixed quench time, the Chern-Simons number and the magnetic helicity are proportional to δ cp . However, we found that the non-trivial dependence on quench time for these observables meant that the Chern-Simons number could not be assumed to simply follow the final value of helicity. This was further backed up by examining the case of a single sphaleron, compared to a tachyonic falling-off of the Higgs field, finding that helicity is not directly proportional to the Chern-Simons number. The consequence of these results is that an observation of magnetic helicity cannot be used as a proxy for baryogenesis.
On the other hand, we also found that all CP-odd observables were not only nonzero, but that the asymmetries were all proportional to δ cp . This is not surprising for N cs,2 , which is explicitly (primary) biased by the specific CP-violating term used here. But that the same proportionality applies to the secondary biased N cs,1 and N h shows that they faithfully pick up the CP-breaking through the amplitude of the non-zero N cs,2 .
Conversely, one may imagine a CP-violating theory, where N cs,2 is a secondary rather than primary biased observable. One may then expect a baryon asymmetry to be generated there as well. This is currently under investigation [27] . 
A Lattice implementation
The classical action on the lattice can be written as S = d 4 x x,t L, with the lagrangian
where c Q = 2 t τ Q − 1 when t < τ Q ; c Q = 1 when t ≥ τ Q and ∆L 2 is the CP-violating term, whose expression will be discussed in section C. The subscript "0" refers to the timelike direction, and subscripts i, j, k to space-like directions. We use the short-hand for the Higgs momentumΦ = [Φ(x + 0) − Φ(x)]/dt. In the expression above, we have used the plaquette 2) and the gauge covariant derivative
By interpreting gauge links as exponential functions of gauge fields, 4) we can connect to the continuum lagrangian in the leading order of the perturbation of (A.1)
We further adopt the temporal gauge fixing, so that U 0 = 1 and V 0 = 1, and define electric fields on the lattice as, For the U(1) gauge field, we find:
For the SU(2) gauge fields: In addition to the equations of motion, Gauss' laws can also be derived as derivatives of the lagrangian with respect to temporal components of the gauge fields, and 
